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We build the world  
of successful people



The Oxford Ceremonial hall Oxford ceremony is traditionally  
opened by the Rectors` Parade
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The history of The House of awards (HA)  
in Oxford dates back to the turn of Millennium, 2000.

This institute has an official patent of the British patent 
bureau for producing award and conducting ceremonies. 
All awards of HA are made of precious metals and are 
covered with a layer of gold. They are of both intellectual 
and medal art value.

The House of awards register includes 20 orders and 
medals. All of them are unique and are made by the 
famous London jeweler Alfred Winiecki.

Symbol of Honour, Achievements and Success

Reg #  UK 00003585037
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 Achievements Award  –  Reg # UK00003383650
 Best Enterprise Award  –  Reg # UK00003105713
 European Quality Award  –  Reg # UK 00003105879
 Excellence in Quality  Award  –  Reg # UK00003384557
 Flag of Europe Award  –  Reg # UK00003105890
 Jean Parisot de La Valette  –  Reg # UK00002511555
 Manager of the year  –  Reg # UK 00003105883
 Name in Science Prize  –  Reg # UK00002563774
 Quality Standard Award  –  Reg # UK00003090296
 Queen Victoria Medal  –  Reg # UK00003092481
 Rose of Paracelsus Award  –  Reg # K00003184792
 Socrates Award  –  Reg # UK00003105886

Awards Trade marks



Business Triumph Prize
The award was established by The 
Socrates Nomination Committee and 
International Club of Leaders in 2017. 
The nominees of the award are 
companies headed by the individuals, 
who have achieved great success in 
professional activity over an extensive 
period of time. 
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Grand Star of Success
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Socrates Prize
Reg #  UK00003105886

The highest award of Socrates 
Nomination Committee is the 
International Socrates Award 
presented to our outstanding 
contemporaries for significant 
personal contribution to 
intellectual, social, and spiritual 
development of modern world.

36 A w a r d s  i n  m a s t e r p i e c e s  o f  w o r l d  p a i n t i n g

INTERNATIONAL SOCRATES PRIZE

The highest award of  Socrates Nomination Committee is the International Socrates Award presented to our outstanding contemporaries for 
significant personal contribution to intellectual, social, and spiritual development of  modern world.

The award (registration number 2349306) was established by the Socrates Nomination Committee with the purpose of  stimulating the 
efforts of  leaders of  states and social movements aimed at establishing world experience and universal values in their countries, strengthening 
international economic, scientific and cultural ties, developing integration processes in the modern geopolitical space.

The set of  award attributes includes: 
- Exclusive jewelry chain with an order sign 
- Figurine 
- Commemorative diploma “Grawerton” 
- License to use award attributes.
The victory in this nomination indicates the best human and professional qualities of  the nominee, his impeccable reputation and experience 

worthy of  attention of  contemporaries and descendants. Laureates of  International Socrates Award are the golden fund of  their states and all 
mankind, the driving force of  positive changes in modern society. They are VIP-participants in Socrates ceremonies and the annual academic 
image and presentation edition of  the Socrates Nomination Committee – «Socrates Almanac».

Among prize winners are Dr. José Alfonso Esparza Ortiz Rector Benemérita Universidad Autónoma de Puebla, Mexico; Daniel Chukwudozie 
Executive Chairman Dozzy Oil & Gas Limited, Nigeria; Iliya Garkov, General Manager/Vice President, Dundee Precious Metals Chelopech 
EAD, Bulgaria; Ismail Rozali,  Executive Chairman,  Puncak Niaga Holdings Berhad, Malaysia; Jumaah Mazin Mohammed Ali President Royal 
University For Women, Bahraine; Ryukichi Kawaguchi, President and CEO, San Roque Power Corporation, Philippines, and many other worthy 
nominees.                                        
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The award is presented to nominees for feats of arms, 
charities, personal contribution to the development of 
spirituality, science and culture, service to universal human 
values.

Queen Victoria medal
Reg #  UK00003092481
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EBA Diplomatic mission Ambassador

The distinction is presented to laureates, participants of projects 
and programmes of EBA and its partners as a token of deep respect 
and recognition of their merits in the development of international 
partnership, globalisation of business, significance for its citizens  
and all of mankind.

This nomination is recognition of reliability of its owner as a business 
partner on the national arena and in international relations, as well as 
the introduction of institution of public diplomacy into the practice 
of EBA. Business Ambassador (Ambassador of Mercy) is a certified 
representative of EBA, International Club of Leaders and International 
Socrates Committee in his country, a regional coordinator with all rights 
and powers to initiate business and humanitarian projects on behalf  
of the above-mentioned organisations.
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Knight Order of Dignity
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The Name in Science Award
Reg #  UK00002563774

This award is given to scientists, business innovators and researchers 
who have made worthy contributions to the intellectual development 
of the modern world, intercultural communication and partnership, 
promoting establishment of social progress and humanisation of society.
The award was established by a joint decision of the Club of Rectors 
2010 (Protocol No. 2010.11.10) in Oxford (United Kingdom).
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Flag of Europe
Reg #  UK00003105890

The purpose of this 
image project is to support 
investment attractive regions, 
cities, territories and certain 
regional companies that are 
interested in international 
cooperation, and promotion 
on the global arena.
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Rose of Paracelsus
Reg #  UK00003184792

The Award `Rose of Paracelsus` was established for best doctors, 
healers, health professionals and medical tourism specialists, whose 
activities are of international importance.

This distinction confirms the high professional competence of
its owner, was established in cooperation with the European Medical
Association (Belgium) and is awarded together with personal certificate.
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Achievement Award
Reg #  UK00003383650

The Achievement Award serves 
to recognise and honour excellence
across business and economy, science and 
education, healthcare, culture and art.

The Award promotes the best regional 
organisations and personalities in 
different activity spheres by identifying 
and rewarding excellence and inspiring 
participants to continually raise the 
standards of their product and service.
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Best Enterprises Award
Reg #  UK00003105713

The world register of effective, dynamically developing companies 
is formed by EBA and its partners on the basis of statistical data, 
recommendations from analytical agencies as well as results of 
international and national rankings.

The set of attributes includes a personal certificate confirming the 
company’s high status in the global business community, a special prize, 
as well as a diploma and badge of honour ‘Top-manager of the year’.
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European Quality Award
Reg #  UK00003105879

This distinction is presented for the 
desire to achieve high quality of products 
and services in accordance with European 
standards. 

Award recommendation is based on the 
results of research of a group of analytical 
centers affiliated with EBA, business media, 
embassies, chambers of commerce and 
industry, information from sociological 
agencies. Amongst the nominees are 
leading enterprises in their countries 
and regions that have state and 
international certificates as 
well as other confirmations of 
quality of their products.
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Excellence in Quality
Reg #  UK00003384557

This distinction is presented to laureates, 
participants of projects and programmes 
of EBA and its partners as a token of deep 
respect and recognition of their merits in the 
development of international partnership, 
globalisation of business, significance for its 
citizens and all of mankind.

Business Ambassador (Ambassador of Mercy) 
is a certified regional Representative of EBA, 
International Club of Leaders and Socrates 
Committee.
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А certified British distinction for the achievement of high quality of goods and services.

medal Quality Standard
UK Registrat ion UK00003090296
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The Order is named after Grand 
Master of Knights of Malta, Jean Parisot 
de La Valette, a brave and skillful 
commander. The capital of Malta, city of 
Valletta, is named in his honor.

The Order unites politicians, 
businessmen, scientists, artists, writers 
who carry out charitable, volunteer or 
socially significant activities for peace 
as well as all those who uphold values: 
honour, loyalty, courage, generosity, 
charity and nobility.

Knight Order of Grand master La Valette
Reg #  UK00002511555
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The award was established in 
2006 by the Socrates Nomination 
Committee, the Club of Rectors of 
Europe, the Academic Union
(Oxford) and scientific community.

Bestowment of this honorary title is 
a symbol of recognition of merits 
and expression of gratitude to 
people who promote integration 
and development in the field  
of science, education, innovation 
and culture.

Honorary Professorship of Academic Union, Oxford
Reg #  0567762
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Lifestyle Collaboration Project
Your name in favorite things
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Parfum of Romantic Adventure 
 from Britain to Italy EBA Cufflinks Club EBA Neapolitan Chocolate  

EBA Club Tie and Square PocketEBA original Whisky



W
e b

uilt
the world of successful people
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